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DON’T YOU SEE THE
WATERFALL IN ME?
Oh, in a strange land,
under the surgeon’s knife
you are visible from every side!
I open the door and step into you,
Don’t you recognize me?
Your long neck of the summer,
dusty road,
which melts into me, taut.
You curse, desire, black waterfall.

YIN-YANG
They know me through you and
know you through me
Peter Dobai

EAST OF EDEN

DREAM, LONG, WHITE.

They stumble among ruins
Their fists are full of glass shards from the broken sky
Morning bleeds on their wrists
Splinters are stuffed into the empty sockets of their eyes.

You are the everlasting dawn in me,
Morningless, long, white.
Fall in me, suffocate in me.
A rock desert like thunder I strike you,
I am a lake, bitter, and white.
Fall on me, suffocate in me.

GROOM
In the bend, he becomes a dog
The tail is visible from there on.

HEAVENLY ENGAGEMENT
We wander without our shadows
Woman to woman
Man to man.

MIRROR DEMON
I saw you on an X-Ray hovering and disappear
soon after which you take off my flesh,
you wipe my sweat off your chest
my breathing you comb out from your hair
my juices dry up in your mouth,
you become free and naked
you are victorious and a loser
with me and without me.
Soon after, order returns, I can get dressed,
I pour your flesh upon me,
I carve your sweaty underarm
your panting gets my hair stormy,
your fluids I sip,
I’ll be free and naked,
Victorious I am, and a loser
with you and without you.

THE MONSTER WE LOVE
The rice cooks in the ocean
this is the first confusion
the oceans convulse, like the leaves
roast and spread around your hair.
The rice is cooked, the ocean separates
and departs through a yellow window.

DAWN SUCKS IN OUR SAP
Neither wind nor cloud heeds the rain
we open our laps
a light cough
a delicate sweat
We drift among our scattered bones.

THE STUDENT
The stars are standing around, above
A hissing sound breaks open from the lungs
“How long have I been locked in THERE ?”
Feather down sprouts from the body
Strange writing in frost on the forehead
melts : ALEF

QUIETLY, TURNS IT OFF
With piercing odor approaches the teakettle
looks into me, breathe!
Quietly turns it off and leaves the scent there.
But he won’t tolerate me
Bloody eggshell
I am not with him.
Silently a monster.

YIN AND YANG
I am alone in the theater
On the screen I am watching myself
Other than me, only he watches.

Neither on this side of the abyss
nor in the well of the dream
nor in me, nor outside of me.

DAMP NIGHT, WITH COLD IRONS
Above the house, in a black mirror
howling irons

JUDITH

MAGISTER LUDI

On her knees, touches her offering
The camera pierces her face
along the snare, the picture is cut out

Evening gray is the crack between two worlds
In the undulating abyss,
stops,
reaches into the throat and
Rips out the light switch with its roots.

Head down, she hangs from the chair
her hair dangles in black water.
A woman she’ll never be again,
Drinks her own blood.

VIGIL

Smoldering wings begin to evaporate
Light body scent begins to permeate
from the protective clothing
With the back to the sooty sails
he too appears human
He awaits the morning, too.

ON THE TROLLEY
A window wanders in a red dress
spills her eyes
into dawn.

OCEAN DEEP, NOBODY
Looks into the star - filled bay
Stands in the clarity of the abyss
The abyss is not where the clouds are
nor the passion
In clarity and serenity it is found
This serenity is not a play on the edge of the chasm
This beauty accepts death’s rays
Ocean deep, nobody.

LAPIS ALBUS

EVE

The circle dents itself
Emerging from the mountain
Will never become human
Will never depart through the mirror.

Leans into the fall of whips
Runs into the sick with sleep,
dancing fruit trees.

BLACK STARS’ WELL
Neither man nor woman
Bearing moon and sun on its horns
Rusty nails among ribs
Drinks up its own shadow
The abyss is Nuit content is Hadit
Androgynous child on the morning of the Flood
Assignment: 666

COULDN’T WE NOW TURN BACK?
While the angel lives above, the saint
But if it descends, devil is the name.
Bela Hamvas

Some light, enough, now we can see the living
Said before drowned
Long intermission, intermission, long intermission
Couldn’t we now turn back
two hands forgotten in a clasp
harmed by all the playing
between the cliffs and the sea
little time remains till the immersion
still many new webs remain in the mouth and the groin
Gift for whom?
Who to plant it in?
Where are the women, the dogs and the stars?
too many reflectors, ties.
Changes towels
A gentle blow
a snake under the gone - by lamp
Intermission, long intermission.
Gropes around in the bag. Toothbrush, string of pearls
Why did he come? And where?
Arriving too early or too late?

TO BE WHITE
The flowers of the almond tree
are covered with sand
The sails wander in slowly, covered with silver
Birds with burnt legs hang from it.

CATERPILLARS FROM THE SILKY SKY
It is evening, sticky.
From the west where blouses are lined up
tiny caterpillars like jewels bite into flesh.
From the strength of some inner salt,
they come to life
from the moist silk filter out blue.
The scissors! Cut bloody bed sheets
steaming pieces of meat tower in the sky.
Nails
Rip off the silk bandages from the sky.

ALICE MAKES HER NEST
AT THE BOTTOM OF THE SKY
Her paddles get stuck in the pink foam
“The most beautiful one is always the farthest away”
Leans out of the boat,
her uncombed hair touches the sky,
her face darkens
“I am not a bird”-she says
She lays her eggs in her shivering palm.

ALICE AND THE WOODPECKER

WHISPERING, FROM MERCURY

Among her feathery thighs warm rain knocks,
she gently opens the juicy letters
The lazy caterpillar
sucks her slimy nails

Tightening, carries it with teeth.
Fear eats its own children.
Whips it till frothy.
This is how he, too, eats,
the lumber jack in Genesis.

SLURPS BECAUSE OF THE COLD LANDSCAPE
From the chest a sword bathed in moonlight sticks out
damp melody floods from the heavens.
But he hears not, only falls
with a smile, a stabbed angel.
And silence.
Thirst.

THE TOWERING TREES
OF ROGINA BARA’S MARSHES
A long howl from under the steaming reed’s flesh.
Sticky, covered with saliva
and hunger just like the sunset.
The fire cajoles us into beauty,
Sucks off his toes.
The marsh is full of butterflies.
The nails are up in the tree tops
Meat is in the fire’s joy,
howling in the toes.
Whip.
Rogina Bara is coming,
the marsh is coming on the crown of the trees.

SCREAMING WHITE FACE
The wound cools down, the honey spills
feels his own blood flow.
But not even at the night, like the insects,
folds his wings.
He feels for the pebbles under the scab
Is the smell of bees sweet?
Because of the thirst, or the pebbled shoreline
dreams of exploding fish and water drops.
Stands up, full speed ahead into the dawn.
Among decayed and violet sails
a whiter city has never been seen.
Washes his gray face in the fouled sea.

ALMA MATER
Since time’s dawning the branches gathered
never is he informal with himself
Examines his own nails, smells his blue remains
bends into darkness in his mother’s mouth.

THIS SEASON: DRESSER
This dresses is dark, brown and wet
as if it were a woman, laughs.
The pleasure in it is deep and cutting,
Is this the work of insects?
My silk blouse is bloody,
spiders are crawling out of me,
the silence inside is repulsive.

MY MOTHER
She hurries towards me in mid-air
The river wants to break out from her mouth
Speaks with a shivering willow’s voice
” Sit on my back! I am cold alone.”

THE ISLAND IS WARM,
DRESSED IN BLOODY FLESH
The pounding of the waves turned the legs translucent
The companion got locked out on the open sea but the
rattling reached him and settled under the bushes
On this night nothing happened.
The sea was wine red as if not in this time
but on the tablecloth everlasting life spilt.
Long root shaped lightning he saw
trees and crops in the sky
The yellow air from the smoking storm burnt his throat
wished for an island, where neither animal
nor the smell of human
disturbs ancient clean fauna
The sea casts out an ugly monstrous flower
that instantly began to walk
breaking its long shiny thorns
as if not in the sand of the shoreline
but in a drowned woman it was rooted.

DREAM, ON SMASHED FRUITS
Blue, the falling is long
as if I was embracing clouds
distressed, cold birds
smashing into my mouth, I crunched them
It was snowing in my lungs
The mountain ridges under me were hissing
the icy wind swept pleasure into me
Silently I fell, happily
smashed fruit
on the sky’s tablecloth

Then this flower birthed a bloody
steaming rock into this world
as the waves a shell
Afar from God and the smell of humans
where the sea has scented hair
as each morning rubs slimy pebbles from the groin
the island is warm, dressed in a bloody flesh
strange yellow flowers hover above
like the dragonflies
above a sunken world’s vortex and fumes.

THE OCEAN IN A UNDULATING FRAME

Keszrhelyi Pezsönek

Object d’art returns to the scene of the act.
Serene, green light engulfs the room.
Returned to extinguish itself.
In order to reach the secret,
Since the main secret of the arts is dreams
that we dream in during the day cloaked in gray,
Upon awakening, excitedly we realize
that the lightning of
everlasting life
stabbed us
“As in the trees, we do not occur to us
As it occurs, we, too, are not trees”
Bricks up the door, the window
Covers the mirror with waves
Heaves into a salty picture frame.

ABOUT ROSES,
AMONG THE WALLS OF DECAY

for my son

How long about the voices of solitude, about the biting
How long about the roses, among the claws of love?
In the darkness two damned beasts sniff.

THE MOON AND THE RAT

Comes the glass bottle collector, do you hear it?
Distant glass slippers.
The glass fox puts on a glass blouse and is cold.
The stars come.
The odor intensifies and whines
hairy drawers run about.

THE SHIP RIDES
The mast crashes
Lively, blue curtains rush in
Inside the steaming viscera of the ship
the waves light up in the eyes.
In the schism of the body Jehova grins.

IN THE STORM

LIGHTNING

Horses are thrashing in the sky.
Swans ladeneol with lightning neigh.

His voice roars from the well
Magister Ludi on the shiny bridge
from the well a fiery tail springs
As if Satan sits in the driver’s seat
The sign is almost visible,
like the need for a raincoat.

FIRST TEETH TEETHING
The bud dreams.
Also dreams the cut out tongue.
a bloody waterfall in the lit window.
In the dentist’s chair sits a fallen angel.

SPRING MORNING AS IF
ON AN ISLAND FROM HELL
The waves put to rest the whips,
Unbutton the shells,
on their half-dead, half-alive body.
With downcast eyes
with pink flesh under their arms
as the dog discovers a dog, I discover you
and the light has never reached you yet.
But the cliffs have hardly bled!
Therefore he is not a man yet.
Like the rose, from under the bushes I glance at you
which ”in her passion turns red
and releases the scent in spite of herself”
From the cliff spills the last star from spent passion.
A blind monster in the mirror.
On the shore, a man is loaded down with dawn.
On his wings pink drops
Jerolim!
The first boat to Hell’s island departs.

OH, THOSE WERE THE BEAUTIFUL DAYS!

homage to Samuel Beckett

Closes his fingers,
the sun umbrella is budding with flowers,
What bright light! Again a beautiful day,
His hair light , a light tower bursts into flame
White, frozen window in his mouth smiles into me,
Sings with a glass voice for a long time,
calling me.
With a smile, with empty eye sockets
falls into his own desert,
From his throat an evergreen toothbrush drips
Down with blue, down the purple
What bright light! Butterfly in the desert.
Who is singing about loneliness,
Falls white, in the frozen window
He sings thirsty patterns of flowers in me
convulsive, dry well?

I SAW THE DOGS
From frozen terrain they emerge
this is a night for those bent on suicide.
Under the ice there is a whole world,
moment before creation.
The mask I saw emitted perfect harmony
and a knowing of other worlds.
The mountains I saw were mountains no longer
but will be mountains again.
The sky tears out of the land
in white shirts the dogs are waving,
In the underworld a faceless God howls.

NIGHT TRAIN
The darkness slurps down its own creator
as the rotting spring
as the star less wells.

HAPPENING 1969

to the memory of Miklos Erdely

Bald oil cans at the Eastern train station
spilling early dawn
A lethargic tree lets out red clouds
rocks my little red bulldozers on the branches.
On the shores of the Danube
with glistening rats under our wings
indigo-kisses on our foreheads
like shooting stars we fall into each other,
so gently
that tears avoid me since then.

THE BAT
The sky is a black hot plate.
White moon and a dark sun stretched
out on flaming wire
The bat is falling towards a growing hole,
leaving three fat stars behind,
one white and one dark-blue crescent moon.
The dense net of wires rustles,
the bat heaves against my window,
the hot plate hooked into my circulation,
gets fiery and widens,
entangles the cosmonaut.

NEED TO HEM THE BOTTOM OF HEAVEN

RESURRECTION IN PLEASURE
IS NOT BETTER

to the memory of Miklos Erdely

Before falling asleep you smile. Scent of the forest.
Need to sew it into the coat.
Beauty is going to leave you, before your awakening.
The wind blows through you,
And you won’t be scissors anymore.
Beyond the scent of the forest,
where beauty breaks,
Some strange, winged violinist:
,, Your scissors only beautify my life!”
Need to sew up the violins,
Where there is neither the end of the sky
nor the coat,
Need to sew up desire.
Need to sew up.
You unload under the sky
where neither is a scissors nor beauty,
Where no one is the scent of the forest.
Where there is no one.
No one is no one.

The dark winged angel builds the labyrinth,
Asks for shoes, when steps out of pleasure.
Here bites the mouth, there bites the face.
From the doorway,
which he does not open for his disciple,
he sends the message
that he shall return next spring!
As if already he doesn’t notice in the lake
the statues made of fat
Looks upon his garden. His face is relaxed, serene.
Dusk upon him, The sky is dried above us.
Empty and hard clothes stick to our bodies.
Tied to the glass we cry. Behind.
FUGVA, HUSZTUZVA,
UKLELVE, KETVE,
ULUD
This poem too should have
star
ted
much lower

ROSACRUCIAN

ALL LIGHT UP, COMBING HER HAIR

Screws himself into the middle
of the screening canvas
He is the Unicorn and Christ
He becomes himself and that ferments.

Can’t be an ocean either
waves of chairs layer on her
She is drowning under the glory.
Combing her hair in the waves.
All light up, the chairs run her down
she parts them and combs their hair.
Gently she drapes her body over them, like the ocean.

in memory of Lajos Kassak

Upon the cross the teakettle screams.

LAJOS KASSAK
WE BECOME THE CLEAN WIND
The “ornament” becomes windy.
You rub your face against mine,
You slide down the sails: Let’s go!”
The sails set into motion while:
“Sleep, just sleep!”
Like a boat, you laugh at me
from behind the clouds.

No doors or window open in me
I am at home within myself.
I am a house and have the scent of a bird
I am a woman, and I fall into her
each night and dream
I am a man with whom
I reach the shore in the morning.
Here, the horses do not die
steel-saddled, we ride the morning sky.

TOAST FOR A POET *

The sky becomes paler,
even if no one watches
Bela Hamvas

On his dark overcoat a caterpillar,
heavenly star bodies,
his spirit is marred by invisible night storm
in the morning he floods the world with doubt.
The ink of his body is purple,
the ink of his hair is gray
the ink of his soul is a scream.
He is the persona of the caterpillar, perfect,
a lonely God
“who created the world for himself
since nobody here
desires honor or godliness.”
Below him a crucified, shivering Hungary.
After the Christmas movie
the pale fiancée awaits him in a red dress.
the red fiancée awaits him in a furry dress,
the dog faced fiancée awaits him with a knife
Awaits him to stargaze
in the territory of the Big Bang
where extinct birds’ feathers
spin in a red dawn.
And He comes lightheartedly,
to stargaze before prayer
In his spirit’s lake the sky is bathing in the sky,
the men in men, women in women.
* for the 60th birthday of Sandor Csoori

SUMMER SHOWER UPON
THE STEAMING FIELDS OF PEPPERS
Aroma-tornado on the white sheet.
Gaping scissors, the honeymoon bed,
the purple flesh
tiny, bitter seeds, the scent smarts.
The neck is thickened
steaming glands the bride awaits,
awaits me, the lover
cut her braids from the root of the green leaves,
awaits me with tepid honey between her thighs
Drips down on the pulsating pieces of flesh
Calls my name. I taste blood on my tongue.
Am I a woman? Am I a man? I gaze at the clouds,
and the racing saliva glands in my girlfriend’s throat.

HEADING SOUTH
After the big fall, desire and repulsion
The night after the wandering
We exchange our masks
We fill with screams the lonely cedar tree.

TO A RAT OF THE SAND
DOCUMENT IN NEEDLEPOINT
Don’t take down the house

to see the light
Gitta Mallasz

HALB GOTT-HALB ERDE
I can only speak through a speaker
since I lack a mouth. But I do have stairs.
I do not have body odor. But when I am in you
You turn into a pink feather duster
and chase spiders.
You have body odor, with which you think of me,
your nails with which you stroke yourself
your face, which you beat when I am unfaithful.
You have hair, which you let fall down
when the cold winds
when the rain, when you are evil
when the red stairs are running in you.
You have wings now, which you may put down
DIE BRUCKE, DER BOGEN

Gave the armpit over to a rat of the sand
among lukewarm flower roots.
The youth, the sweet jug of milk
Now sleeps under the apple trees in the sand
near the river, near fishes with green underside
cracked-lipped, stinking shoreline.
All this under the armpit
when there was grass, bird and angel
and in the exploding fishes,
the spitting fly, jealous and yellow flower
he was in the maggot filled cup
A green fly sits in heaven
It is summer, stench in the mouth. Dangerous silence
There are no crickets.
Ember dresses of young girls hang from trees
like leathery bats
Already forgot, who she is and why she came.
Find herself a worm on the fishing pole
hanging in the arid landscape of Bacska.

THE BLUE OF THE SNAKE,
PALER THAN USUAL

For the poet of “Waiting for the Barbarians,”
Cavafy

The blue of the snake, paler than usual
puts on a robe, and steals away.
Spoke from above, already beyond reach
with fiery tongue, in Hungarian, in Greek too.
He understood, what is, the voice of the glands
the beauty of this vision enchanted him
and he slid down
unlike a snake, like an actor
who is robed in darkness
and steals away.
But a terrifying voice affecting the stairs ascended
out of breath, a purple Hungarian paprika, fiery hot
Hebrew and Greek, well known of course
what the price for freedom is and how these empires
flew to fill their empty names
But the sun was hot, filled with the muse
and the blue of the snake, paler than usual.
At that moment threw himself into the abyss
not as a winged serpent, or a hanging clock,
free floating, wanted to fly
as if he dressed in a dark bird
mesmerized by the beauty of the depth
He found himself among the thighs of the abyss
biting his own tale
tapping gently pale eggs.

LOVE
“Since this desire is sweet and causes enjoyable pain,
we feel unfulfilled forever.
Immeasurably we tend to this desire,
This will kill us sometimes.
This desire can affect the human,
so that the ache is endless and death is desirable”
The jewels are taken off the body,
From among the robe a snake hurries.
The legs break away from the morning sky
St. Teresa lounges around a wooden bench.

BALKAN EXPRESS
FROZEN YELLOW RIVER
As if the moon were bruised
in our mouths we received desire
cut in two halves.
Frost melted between our teeth,
the river screamed,
an iceberg stabbed us.

The returning Worlds! as they
spin in circles with torn edges
falling moment, everywhere,
must be lost without me
Dezso Tandori

I am farther away from you
than the ocean liner in a field of corn.
The flying electrical poles, black masts.
I am farther away, I am torn apart
not as victorious sails
I will be farther away when I arrive.
Thirst resides here and a wailing sound,
from the depths.
This be a dream-I whisper impulsively.
Here an angel fell yesterday.
Now everyone keeps a journal,
adding volumes to history.
In the door a swan and a machine gun embrace.
The train conductor is pale gray
empty visited man.
Farther and farther away the closer I get to you
one sparrow dives into the glass pane.
Enormous, black chimney pipes howl in me
where are you?
There is only darkness here and bewilderment.
If this be history, I will never touch you,
don’t wait for me, when I arrive.

IN GREEN GLOVES,
PUFF, AS IF LIGHTNING
His clothes drip unto the chairs in springtime,
like in the garden, the soaked gourd
the speech is muffled,
lightning prisoner in a tree.
Happiness is not, puff, my sustenance,
because, puff, it fills me and, puff, falls asleep.
Can you bear to be with me? I am desire.
Touch me from bottom up,
like a being without a center
chaotic light, stab me
scissors into the moon, puff!

SCREENPLAY
SCREAMS AT BIRTH
Out of wild bird eggs, rips out his own limbs
The body is bloody and translucent
like a slice of the moon, after it melted.
The wings are covered with dew of the water gun
one night long he sings and moans.
In the morning falls into my bed exhausted
hand in hand we lie like the narcissus
while that slice of moon
ends the dervish dance upon our bodies.
Today Spring awakens on my window sill
with a scream,
jolted from sleep the wilted narcissus
Stranger’s windows,
wings stuck together, above me
with empty eye sockets
spill black sand on my bed.
Today, the mirror emits a strange steam,
unusual neigh out of the comb,
He wears my shadow as of today.
The monstrous freezer, now , I know
they cool for me, for me they sweep it clean.

Oh, those beautiful days!
Samuel Beckett

Observing the sky. Looking in front of herself. Break.
Folds her hands in front of her breasts
closes her eyes.
Mute, but with lips moving she offers up her prayer
Break. Break.
Spits, bends backwards more, raises her upper lip
examining her gums.
Puts the mirror down. Wipes her fingers in the grass.
Break.
Turns toward her purse. Puts on lipstick. Bloodline
and does not move anymore.
The hand appears.
Opens her eyes, puts on her glasses. A smile.
Bends backwards, closes her eyes. Break. Break.
The smile disappears. Indecisive face.
Long break.
Turns to face front. Break. Normal voice. Petulantly.
Softer voice.
More petulantly. Even softer. Wildly.
The same voice.
Petulantly. More petulantly. Wildly.
Normal voice, continuously. Break.
Catches her breath. Break
Her index and middle fingers she puts on her chest
looks for and finds the place of her heart. Break.
Strained look, sucked in lower lip. A smile.
The smile fades. Break. Break
Her voice cracks. Break.

Whispers. Without faith bends down to the earth.
This movement stops short. Break.
The movement stops
Break. Break. Laughs inaudibly.
Closes her eyes, opens her eyes.
Picks up the parasol. Break
Long break.
In a shaky voice. Break.
Break. Long break.
The parasol catches on fire. Smoke, possibly flames.
Break.

LEDA AND THE BASTARD

OROUBOROUS

Your scent, if I could forget,
the moonlit dogs would not follow me.
You pulse in my pocket on the evening train,
I rub the bottom hole on my pants, excitedly.
Your tail, if I could forget,
escorted by feathered uniforms
in my mouth pulses two airplane tickets,
invalid to a nonexistent destination.

NOTICES FROM THE SON OF WHITEHORSE
GLASS SWAN IN THE FRONT ROOM
An open wound in the mirror
This could be a title of a poem
I mentioned that to my hat as I took off
the wound off the front door.
My blue, frozen wings
I left in my hallway.
But it was winter. I took with me the down
but it is fall
and you still are not with me.
From the mirror, like pimples, swans surface
But I am a hat.
In me the mirrors break
In the mirror I fall apart.

1.
I am thickening in your throat, like ashes
the crucified cipher last not any longer
it crumbles in like your temples.
The oldest girl KOSZOVOMETOHIA
shakes her golden sickle as flowers
TOWARD the seven seas
from where DARKNESS implores
since the secret seed has been lost.

You already knew
why you hurried to thicken into plasma
when you asked, see, my son, the big tree?
Like dense silver land
I insisted on the quickening
like a child, I crawled to you
and answered, I see.
Go, climb to the top
strip the bark. But I could not.
Well, you thought. Opened my mouth
from whence water poured unconsciously.
Once again, breast fed me for seven years among the weapons.
from your leopard skin
the stench of scorched barracks spread
Christ’s golden hair fell
there was no electricity for seven years.
This silver plate cools down my mouth.
Summer is nearing, and I would like to find
the earth’s umbilical cord,
and I would descend like a funeral procession,
and I go on, seven days, seven nights.
You can imagine what happened then.

2.
what are you seeking half-worldly man
where not even birds fly?
the second girl, in the belly of VUKOVAR,
leans against the radio,
glass shards beaten into her face
the weapons are dressed in white
white ashes, thickening in your throat.
the trees ooze puss, still it is not spring yet,
well, it is all right, I add
without a face, on the wave length
it is safe to chat
you can also send it in a wooden box
call me again
he writers his name in Cyrillic script, Son of Whitehorse!
Hello, night program, life needs to be lived faster!
Tempo, tempo! minimal hymn, minimal Christ,
minimal Buddha, minimal Steiner, minimal, you hear, hey,
get with it, at last, Tempo, it’s bad, my man, its bad.
I repeat: the ideal tempo is the QUICKENING!
I worship you William Blake, you are old enough
not to have memory of me
as you chant the POP multiplication tables
failing to bury the DEER,
now it lays
somewhere in the IRON FOREST, un buried,
I repeat, all of it is not enough.
I have no drinking water, fever tortures me
for seven days Christ’s golden hair fell,
are you getting my notices,
somehow I will endure,
only there is something wrong with the tempo, thanks. end.
Son of Whitehorse.

TIME TRAVELING DRESSES
There is no wind for the umbilical chord
to fly till the bible tree.
The hands as if they were the dawn
open the door.
Tomorrow is today!screams from the dresser drawer
with headphones on the ears, like the snake
who speaks to a Bulgarian rhythm.
Oh, you are pleasure
where gloves escape to,
you, my dearest joystick, act now!
Your green middle finger
like a caterpillar in my mouth
catch the fly.

PEARLS OF OHRID
Yawns above the lake, genuflects spits.
A worm lies in the barren waters!
Under the skirt, the hairy bird
gets pierced by a stake.

THE SEA ASSUMES YOUR FACE
I desire you, really but it is hard to begin
Screams, and plunges into the depths.
From now on you are mine, silk dress!
Breathless yet?
I can not hear from the waters.
From the chattering waters!
Downtrodden between the opening
thighs of the ship.

NEITHER SWALLOW, THE ODOR,
AS IF IT’S THE BIRD’S
Neither swallow, the scent is the
uplifting dawn in the morning heat,
the whiff of freshly cut grass, enters me,
forces in Lilith, Amalia
tells me stories of the flying doorknob.

